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Supplies:

-graphite paper, you can find this at Michaels
- sewing pins !

- pencil
- black writing paint
- desired image for painting.
- small paint brush, fine tipped for fine detail.

*Note: there are two ways of doing this technique. If you are writing on a fake tier you can cover
with fondant and let it dry for about a day to write on. For a real cake tier I would make the
fondant writing ahead of time by wrapping your fondant around a fake tier and then when it
comes time you can take the "ring" and place it overtop your real tier. All depending on what you
would like to do, it can be a very time consuming process, so doing it ahead of time will save you
alot ofstress in the end.

Step 1: cover your tier with fondant. Try to make it as smooth as possible, any defect may show
up while working wffi the graphite paper and will not be easy to clean off, if possible at all. As
mentioned above, if for a real cake tier, make ahead your creation by wrapping the fake tier with
fondant and proceed to do four writing.

Step 2: Take whatever design you wish to replicate, whether it be writing in script or a fancy
design that you have printed off on a piece of paper. With your pins take a piece of graphite paper

then your image over top and pin to the cake. Pin at points where it can be hidden by being
painted after or you will have a bunch of pin holes all over your design. Carefully start tracing on

using a pencil, no pen as it will potentially leak or break through onto your fondant. You will
have to try not to place your fingertips in various spaces on the graphite as you will leave marks

on your fondant. Once done with your writing/tracing take the image off and you will have a copy
on your fondant. You may use your graphite paper over and over again until it starts getting
faded, but you can get quite a bit use out of it.

Step 3: Take some black or any other darker gel coloring and water it down enough to make it
paintable. You might have to play around with it to get the right consistency to what you like. Not
too thick though as it will shrink a little as it dries. When painting on your cake you will want to
use a fine tip brush in order to get small detail achieved. Do not place alot of pressure on the

bristles as well, the heavier you press the thicker your lines will be and your paint won't last as

long with each dip as well.?aint over your traced image and you will have your completed design

for your cake!


